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secret military preparations, and urged "general mobilize
tion" at as early a date as possible. From Dobrorolski's ac-
count, it is also clear that "partial mobilization" against
Austria was a mere diplomatic "bluff" by the threat of which
Sazonov hoped to make Austria back down in her demands
on Serbia; but the Russian military authorities had made
no technical preparations for such a "partial mobilization/'
and were therefore absolutely opposed to it and insistently
urged "general mobilization." Dobrorolski thus helps to
establish the true facts in regard to the final orders for
Russian mobilization, and corrects the falsehoods which
were told so freely by General Sukhomlinov, who was Rus-
sian Minister of War in 1914, and by others, at the famous
Sukhomlinov trial in 1917. Sukhomlinov's Recollections**
which were published in. German in 1924, reveal a man full
of loyalty to the Tsar, but very cloudy in his mind as to his
own share in the fatal events of July, 1914. His volume,
however, as well as General Polivanov's Diaries,4'1 and the
first part of General Danilov's Russia in the World War*2
describe authoritatively and fairly satisfactorily the great
efforts for the reorganization and increase of the Russian
army which they made with a view .to an "inevitable" war
with Germany and Austria, Perhaps the most reliable and
accurate sources for precise information concerning .the
Russian military preparations actually made in July, 1914,
are the Russian military telegrams which were sent out by
the Russian General Staff, More than a hundred of these
were later captured by the Germans in the course of the
War, and were published in 1919 in Robert Hoeniger's
Russia's Preparation for the World War.43 Five years
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